For 120 years, cognitive psychologists have sought general laws of learning and memory. In this review I conclude that none has stood the test of time. No empirical law withstands manipulation across the four sets of factors that Jenkins (1979) identified as critical to memory experiments: types of subjects, kinds of events to be remembered, manipulation of encoding conditions, and variations in test conditions. Another factor affecting many phenomena is whether a manipulation of conditions occurs in randomized, within-subjects designs rather than between-subjects (or within-subject, blocked) designs. The fact that simple laws do not hold reveals the complex, interactive nature of memory phenomena. Nonetheless, the science of memory is robust, with most findings easily replicated under the same conditions as originally used, but when other variables are manipulated, effects may disappear or reverse. These same points are probably true of psychological research in most, if not all, domains.
INTRODUCTION
The Annual Review of Psychology is 58 years old. The intellectual heritage of this review on human memory began with Arthur W. Melton's article on Learning in the first volume in 1950. The topic of learning covered a wide band of research, and memory research was considered a subfield. Depending on the author of the learning chapters in the early volumes of the Annual Review of Psychology, human memory received either considerable attention (e.g., when B.J. Underwood was the author) or practically none (e.g., when H.F. Harlow was the author). The topic of learning continued to appear for the first nine years, with a review each year, but then became more specialized (e.g., perceptual learning). In 1968, the word "memory" appeared for the first time in a chapter title, when G. Keppel wrote a review on "Verbal Learning and Memory" (Keppel 1968) . Two years later, E. Tulving & S.A. Madigan (1970) turned the title around for emphasis on memory, but they began their "Memory and Verbal Learning" review by commenting, "The domain of psychological research known today under the bifurcated title of verbal learning and memory has suffered through a long and dull history" (p. 437).
During the 1960s through much of the 1980s, authors took it upon themselves to cover the whole field, albeit selectively, in their reviews. Often they reported the exact period of months being covered. However, at some point along the way, that strategy became hopeless due to the explosion in research, and writers of these reviews (at least in the field of human memory) wisely concentrated on one or a few topics [e.g., RichardsonKlavehn & Bjork (1988) wrote on the study of implicit or indirect tests, in a heavily cited review, and ignored the rest of the field]. I have decided to follow in this tradition, and so my review does not pretend to cover the field or even to cover much recent research. Even making the bold assumption that it was once possible to knowledgeably survey the whole field of learning and memory, those days are long past. In some ways, my review would be more appropriate for a Centennial Review of Psychology.
The focus of this review is on relativity of remembering, using "remembering" in its generic sense of performance on a memory test rather than in its specialized sense developed by Tulving (1985a,b) . The tradition of research considered here is that of the experimental/cognitive psychologist who, starting with Ebbinghaus (1885 Ebbinghaus ( /1964 , believes that incisive experimentation and judicious (but not expansive) theorizing is a powerful road to seeking truth about human memory. Of course, many other approaches to the topic of memory are perfectly valid in their own realm: cellular and molecular neurobiology studies with emphasis on synaptic change, long-term potentiation, and many other topics; approaches from animal learning and behavior that emphasize conditioning; ethological studies of foraging and homing, among other topics; neuropsychological studies of patients with various defects in learning and memory; behavioral neuroscience approaches studying animal models of memory; cognitive neuroscience approaches using various imaging techniques; social psychological approaches concerned with social remembering; and broad approaches from history and sociology on the study of collective memory and how it shapes personal identity (Wertsch 2002) . All these fields have their own traditions for the study of learning and memory. We may someday hope for a unified science of memory, but that day is not yet at hand (see Roediger et al. 2007 for a start in this direction).
For purposes of this review, I follow in the tradition started by Ebbinghaus in assuming that scientists can wrest hard-won truths about memory from Mother Nature through careful, thorough (perhaps even compulsive) experimentation on adult human subjects. My review focuses further on long-term memory and not so much on short-term or working memory, a topic covered well in the review by Jonides et al. (2008) .
LAWS OF MEMORY
The theme of this review-the relativity of remembering-contests a major assumption that shaped beliefs of the pioneers of our field, i.e., that there are general laws of learning and memory. Early researchers pronounced several laws of memory, and other generalizations and regularities have been proposed over the years. In Animal Intelligence: Experimental Studies (1911) , E.L. Thorndike wrote, with breathtaking authority, "Two laws explain all learning." (They were the law of effect and the law of exercise.)
Dated from 1885, the experimental psychology tradition of the study of learning and memory is 123 years old. We have learned many fascinating facts about memory in this time, ones that would astonish Ebbinghaus. Yet the thesis of this review is that one central lesson to be gained from thousands of experimental studies is that no general laws of memory exist. All statements about memory must be qualified.
By a "law," I do not necessarily mean anything too grand, either, like Newton's three laws. Rather, I use the term "law" simply to mean an empirical regularity, an established functional relation, one that holds widely (ideally, universally) across manipulation of other variables. In an excellent article on "One Hundred Years of Laws in Psychology," Teigen (2002) proposed five criteria for laws in science: validity (the law should be a wellestablished regularity, with deterministic laws tolerating no exception and probabilistic laws having few); universality (the law should be independent of place and time); priority (laws take precedence over observations, such that when observations seem at odds with the law we tend to doubt the observations); explanatory power (the law is connected to other general principles); and autonomy (the law should be self-contained, able to be encapsulated in a brief description, preferably mathematical).
Many early researchers hoped that psychology would be like physics and produce general laws of behavior, to rival (say) Kepler's laws of planetary motion. Kepler was a devotee of numerology, and sought simple laws that would unite the whole solar system; he even sought a relation between musical harmonies and planetary motion. It took him 17 years of hard work to produce his famous third law. Commenting on Kepler's quest, Holton & Brush (1985) stated, "This conviction that a simple rule exists, so strong that it seems to us like an obsession, was partly a remnant of his earlier numerological preoccupations, and partly the good instinct of genius for the right thing to work on. But it also indicates a deep undercurrent running through the whole history of science: the belief in the simplicity and uniformity of nature" (p. 44). The same tendency pervades any scientific field, but often the facts discomfort the belief, and calls for parsimony may be misguided if the parsimonious law is only about a circumscribed set of behaviors (Battig 1962) . Teigen (2002) examined 1.4 million abstracts in the PsychLit database from 1900 to 1999 for the occurrence of the word "law." His results reveal a striking regularity in that the term "law" has become much less frequent over this time, dropping from 266 mentions per 10,000 entries in 1900-1909 to a mere 10 from 1990 to 1999. "In other words, today one must read about 1000 journal articles before encountering a single law" (p. 108). Teigen's article was concerned with all of scientific psychology, but the same trends seem to be true in learning and memory research. The laws of memory have vanished from the scene.
Memory researchers have announced a number of laws of memory over the years. For example, some half dozen laws are provided in McGeoch's (1942) great textbook. Jost's (1897) two laws are still known today (and are considered below), but other "laws" of the day are not even recognizable 65 years later by those on the contemporary scene. Who today can even define the Kjerstad-Robinson law or the Müller-Schumann law of associative inhibition? (The first term refers to the form of the learning curve relating number of responses to its shape; the second essentially refers to the phenomenon of conditioned inhibitionsee McGeoch 1942, p. 48 and p. 402, respectively.) As McGeoch (1942) reported in footnotes, the first law has rather immediate boundary conditions, so even as he wrote, the generality (and hence validity) of the law was called into question.
Besides a lack of generality of formal laws, even more commonsensical generalizations, ones that "everybody knows" (for example, that repetition improves memory), are either invalid or at least need to be qualified. No principles emerge that hold across various types of memory test, subject populations, retention intervals, instructional strategies, and so on. Although the relativity of remembering presents an uncomfortable fact for textbook writers and those of us wishing to communicate general principles to the lay public, the great truth of the first 120 years of the empirical study of human memory is captured in the phrase "it depends." Does repetition improve memory? Are spaced presentations better than massed presentations? Does deeper, more meaningful processing during encoding enhance retention relative to less meaningful, superficial analyses? Does generation (or active involvement) with learning materials improve retention relative to passive reading? Does the passage of time lead to forgetting? Do retrieval cues improve retention? If we cast our net of inquiry broadly across the field to consider these questions, the answer (as we shall see) is always, "it depends."
JENKINS' TETRAHEDRAL MODEL OF MEMORY EXPERIMENTS
In 1979, James J. Jenkins proposed a model of memory experiments, shown here (somewhat modified) in Figure 1 . The ideas were presented in a book chapter, and the chapter by Jenkins was a commentary on other chapters and, indirectly, the whole volume. Furthermore, the chapter was tucked into the back of a very long edited book (Cermak & Craik 1979) . The topic of the book was the levels-of-processing framework to learning and memory, which dominated the field in the 1970s (e.g., Craik & Lockhart 1972 , Craik & Tulving 1975 . Of course, many book chapters get lost in the shuffle, and the chapter by Jenkins was the twentieth of 21 chapters. Commentary types of chapters may get even shorter shrift than standard book chapters. It is perhaps for these reasons that the contribution from Jenkins has not (in my opinion) influenced the field as much as it should have. Although others have voiced somewhat similar ideas, Jenkins' contribution captures truths about memory simply, powerfully, and in just a few pages. His ideas were explicitly not intended as a theory of memory, but rather as a theory of memory experiments and how to Jenkins' tetrahedral model of memory experiments. Memory experiments can be considered a combination of four factors: subjects, encoding activities, events, and retrieval conditions. In a typical experiment, variations are made in one or two factors and others are randomized or held constant. Jenkins' point was that the effects obtained by manipulation of the independent variable on the dependent variable often depends on the levels of the control variables that are held constant. Adapted from Jenkins (1979). interpret results from them. Yet his ideas can help lead to an appropriate theory. The general term for the theory might be contextualism, although that term has quite different meanings in various realms of social science and not all of them align with the view of Jenkins (see too his 1974 paper in which similar thoughts were expressed).
Jenkins ' (1979) main point was that findings in any experiment about memory are context sensitive (italics are his, p. 431) and depend on the level of other variables that were not manipulated. That is, the control variables, those held constant, greatly influence the outcome of the experiment, but researchers usually remain blissfully ignorant of their influence. Of course, it is natural at first to ignore variables that are not manipulated, but researchers should remain mindful of the fact that the particular outcomes in the research may be restricted in that they may only occur with particular settings of the control variables. Additional research in which these variables are manipulated is necessary to determine whether findings are robust (lawful) across a wide range of conditions, but often researchers repeatedly use a paradigm under the same conditions as in the original studies. Jenkins made his point with regard to memory experiments, but it actually holds across empirical research in all fields of psychology. In fact, Battig (1978) proposed broadening Jenkins' model of memory experiments to all psychological experiments. Figure 1 reveals that experiments performed by cognitive psychologists are composed of a constellation of four basic factors. I have taken the liberty of updating the terminology used by Jenkins, or, less charitably, replacing a few terms with my own. One factor is the people involved in the research: college students (psychology's Drosophila), children, older adults, expert bridge players, depressed people, and so on. A second corner refers to events manipulated (or not) during encoding (context and setting, instructions given to subjects, activities or strategies used for learning, and more). For example, subjects can be told before receiving material that there will be a test (intentional learning instructions), or this fact may be omitted (incidental learning instructions) and the later test will be unexpected. A third corner refers to events to be remembered. These can be materials presented in a laboratory setting (word lists, stories, pictures, sentences, a crime scenario), general knowledge questions (What is the capital of Australia?), and events from one's life, among others. The fourth set of factors has to do with retrieval-the way retention is measuredand this factor has been much studied since the Jenkins (1979) chapter was published. A huge number of criterial task have been used to measure retention, from classic tasks like free recall, serial recall, paired associate learning, and various recognition procedures, to newer ones such as primed completion of word fragments or answering general knowledge questions. As with encoding, retrieval can be either intentional (when subjects are asked to remember events) or incidental (when the impact of prior experience is assessed through transfer or priming; see Jacoby 1984) . This intentional/incidental contrast during retrieval corresponds to the distinction between explicit and implicit tests of memory (Schacter 1987) .
Jenkins called Figure 1 the "Problem Pyramid" or the "Theorist's Tetrahedron," and he noted, "The memory phenomena that we see depend on what kinds of subjects we study, what kinds of acquisition conditions we provide, what kinds of materials we choose to work with, and what kinds of criterial measures we obtain. Furthermore, the dependences themselves are complex; the variables interact vigorously with one another" (p. 431). Jenkins pointed to many interactions (second order and higher order) in his chapter, and the situation is surely more complex today than it was nearly 30 years ago. Even the separation of the factors above is not clear. For example, "instructions" is listed under encoding, but of course, the effect of the instructions will depend on the type of subjects receiving them and the knowledge the instructions activate.
Jenkins' model of memory experiments points up the possible complexity of the subject matter and the ways in which factors may interact. However, even it is incomplete. In later sections of this review, I consider cases in which all factors in Jenkins' pyramid are held constant and yet manipulation of another factor eliminates or even reverses experimental effects. This fact suggests that more faces might be added to the figure.
A CASE STUDY: THE LEVELS-OF-PROCESSING EFFECT
Following the spirit of the chapter by Jenkins and the volume in which it appeared, I apply Jenkins' scheme to the levels-of-processing effect (Craik & Lockhart 1972) , the finding that semantic processing of materials (usually words in a list) leads to better retention on recall and recognition tests than do other types of processing, which channel attention to less meaningful aspects of the materials (e.g., phonemic or orthographic analyses). The levels-of-processing effect is enshrined in virtually all introductory, cognitive, and human memory textbooks, often without much qualification. Many in the field know of some limitations of the effect, but the power of semantic processing is often taken as first principle in the study of memory.
Let us take the famous experiments of Craik & Tulving (1975) as a reference point, because they were so powerful. Holding many classic variables of verbal learning constant (type of material, study time, general instructions to subjects, etc.), Craik and Tulving manipulated only the orienting task and the splitsecond judgment that subjects made about material during encoding. This orienting-task (or levels-of-processing) manipulation greatly affected the later recognition test, taking performance from nearly chance in one condition to close to perfect in another condition, as discussed below. In the basic procedure (similar in spirit to earlier experiments by Jenkins himself, e.g., Hyde & Jenkins 1969 , students made judgments about 60 words (e.g., BEAR) on three different dimensions: Was the word printed in capital letters? Did it rhyme with chair? Did it refer to an animal? These tasks engender graphemic (case), phonemic (rhyme), and semantic (category) types (or levels) of processing, respectively. In the experiment, the answer to half of the 60 questions was yes, and for half the answer was no. In most of the experiments, the dependent measure was recognition memory. Table 1 provides results from Experiment 9 (averaging across two replications) in the paper by Craik & Tulving (1975) . Two basic effects are seen in Table 1 , which were replicated several times in their experiments: Semantic processing of words provided better recognition than phonemic processing, which in turn led to better recognition than graphemic processing. In addition, items that required a "yes" answer were generally better recognized than were those given a "no" answer (with two of the three orienting tasks). However, as is also apparent in Table 1 , the two factors interacted such that the levels-ofprocessing effect was greater for "yes" than "no" answers. Craik & Tulving (1975) reported ten or so experiments (some quite briefly), and their basic results have been replicated countless times when similar conditions have been used. As noted above, the typical levels-of-processing effects are huge, with recognition going from chance (33% under their test situation) in the case/graphemic conditions to 86% in the category/semantic condition when the task required subjects to provide a "yes" response. This experiment and ones like it using free recall measures (e.g., Tresselt & Mayzner 1960 , Hyde & Jenkins 1969 are among the most powerful in the experimental study of memory. We still do not have a good theory of why the levels-of-processing effect (as it is called) occurs- Craik & Tulving's (1975) research showed that the original levels-of-processing ideas were wrong-but the fact that meaningful orienting tasks produce better retention than do ones that focus subjects' attention on phonemic or visual features is touted in practically all textbooks today. Roediger & Gallo (2002) discuss some of the mysteries left unexplained by the original levels-of-processing framework.
Surely the powerful effect of orienting tasks on later retention seems a good candidate for a general law of memorymeaningful encoding tasks produce better retention than phonemic or orthographic encoding tasks. In the 1970s, most researchers followed Craik and Tulving's procedures by using words, college student subjects, and recognition or recall tests. As noted, Craik & Tulving (1975) and others (Hyde & Jenkins 1969) did show generality over such variables as presentation rate and orienting instructions (intentional versus incidental learning). However, most variations were rather small ones, in retrospect.
In applying Jenkins' ideas in Figure 1 , we can also ask if the effect of orienting task (or the levels-of-processing effect) holds across subject groups, materials, and a variety of types of memory test. Considering subject groups first, in research to date, the effect seems quite secure when the standard procedure is used. Besides young adults, the effect has been shown to hold in preschool children (Murphy & Brown 1975) , older adults (Craik 1977) , and even patients with Korsakoff amnesia (Cermak & Reale 1978) . Although exceptions may turn up in the future, so far all subject groups tested show the effect.
Turning to materials, the levels-ofprocessing effect holds widely across verbal materials (see Lockhart & Craik 1990 for a review). Relatively few studies have used nonverbal materials, but the effect has been obtained with faces (Smith & Winograd 1978) and chess positions (Lane & Robertson 1979) . However, in a series of experiments, Intraub & Nicklos (1985) reported an exception: subjects studied pictures and answered questions about physical appearance (Is this horizontal or vertical?) or meaning (Is this edible or inedible?). Subjects were asked to recall the pictures using one-or two-sentence phrases, enough to indicate to the experimenter what picture was being recalled. Surprisingly, later recall was greater following physical encoding than following meaningful encoding. This advantage of physical encoding to meaningful encoding was replicated across six experiments but remains unexplained. In fairness, this is a rather isolated exception, and persistent experimental attention has not been given to it. Still, it points to a possible lack of generality of the levels-of-processing effect across types of material.
Turning to type of criterial test, the evidence is quite mixed. On the positive side, for standard recall and recognition tests, the levels-of-processing effect holds quite well. On the other hand, when testing conditions are broadened, the effect disappears or even reverses. Type of criterial test is today widely acknowledged as a limiting condition of the effect. This is true of both implicit memory tests that are perceptual in nature (e.g., word identification, stem completion, fragment completion) and explicit memory tests that require subjects to access phonemic or orthographic information. Each case is considered in turn. Jacoby & Dallas (1981) performed essentially the same type of experiment as Craik & Tulving (1975) except that they used two different measures of retention. That is, they manipulated question types to instantiate three levels of processing (case, rhyme, and category) and then gave subjects either a standard recognition test or what would today be called a perceptual implicit test. On the standard recognition test, they replicated Craik and Tulving's results, as can be seen on the left side of Table 2. Orienting task greatly affected level of recognition, as did whether the answer to the question was yes or no. However, on their second test, the outcome was quite different. The test they used is perceptual recognition (or word identification). In this test, subjects saw exactly the same sequence of items as on the standard recognition test, but the words were presented very rapidly (about 35 msec per word, on average), and the subjects' task was to attempt to name the words as they whizzed by. The words were presented too fast to permit accurate recognition, so the measure of interest was how well subjects could name previously studied words relative to new words. Previous work had shown that prior study of words increased (or primed) the ability to name them on a word identification test, so the test can be used as an indirect (or implicit) measure of retention. The question of interest is whether orienting tasks would affect priming in word identification as they did in standard recognition and recall tests. The answer was a resounding no. Shown on the right side of Table 2 are priming scores derived from Jacoby and Dallas's results in their Experiment 1. The priming score is defined as the probability of correct identification of studied items minus identification of nonstudied items, which was relatively high in this experiment (0.65). Remarkably, the data on the right of Table 1 show that neither the variable of orienting task nor the answer to the orienting task question (yes or no) systematically affected performance. Priming was about the same for all conditions in word identification under exactly the encoding conditions that had produced gigantic effects in episodic recognition (and, in other experiments, in recall) . Yet priming definitely showed the effect of prior study (and hence measured retention), because the priming scores are positiveprior study increased identification. Jacoby & Dallas's (1981) results and many others since then argue that very different processes underlie certain types of explicit and implicit tests. showed the same generally null results from the same type of encoding manipulation with word stem completion as the criterial test, and Roediger and colleagues (1992) replicated this result and showed the same null effects in primed word fragment completion. The conclusion from these (and many other) studies is that manipulation of orienting tasks produces the levels-of-processing effects on some tests and not on others. In fact, Roediger et al. (1992) reported a situation in which the levels-of-processing effect was reversed, because priming was greater on verbal implicit tests following a graphemic encoding condition (subjects had to imagine the names of pictures and count the ascending and descending letters in the word) than following meaningful processing.
Perhaps this disparity in results between the left and right panels in Table 2 arose because some researchers used explicit tests and others used implicit tests. This is not the case. Blaxton (1989) and Srinivas & Roediger (1990) , among others, obtained the levels-ofprocessing effect using implicit memory tests (albeit ones conceptual rather than perceptual in nature). The explicit or implicit nature of the test does not determine whether the levels-of-processing effect occurs.
Even before Jacoby & Dallas's (1981) research, Morris et al. (1977) used a test that measured phonemic knowledge (Was a word that rhymed with care on the list?) and showed that prior phonemic encoding led to better performance on this type of criterial test than did prior meaningful encoding. That is, they showed that a reverse levels-of-processing effect can be obtained on explicit tests that ask subjects to consult the type of physical information encoded on "shallow" tasks. Morris et al. (1977) advanced the concept of transferappropriate processing, a contextualist idea in line with the arguments of Jenkins, and proposed that types of processing are not inherently deep or shallow (or good or bad) for later retention. Rather, whether types of encoding will enhance later retention depends on the properties of the test and whether information accessed during encoding will transfer to performance on the test. Processing must be appropriate for use on the test for positive transfer to occur. Other researchers reported either the same "reversed" levelsof-processing effect or no effect of orienting tasks on other explicit memory tests (Fisher & Craik 1977 , McDaniel et al. 1978 , with the critical variable being the nature of retrieval cues and instructions given during the criterial task (see Jenkins 1979 for further examples).
In short, despite the powerful effects of orienting task judgments (semantic > phonemic > graphemic) observed by Craik & Tulving (1975) and many others, the effect does not constitute a general law because it depends on the nature of the test used (and perhaps other variables as well, such as type of material). If tests that draw on the perceptual record of experiences are used, no effect of orienting task generally occurs because perceptual characteristics of the stimuli are encoded in all the orienting tasks (Roediger et al. 1989b) . If the test requires knowledge of the phonemic or graphemic characteristics that were encoded, a phonemic encoding task can produce greater performance than a semantic encoding task (Morris et al. 1977) and so can even a graphemic encoding task (McCabe & Jenkins 1978 , as cited in Jenkins 1979 , Stein 1978 . Challis et al. 1996 conducted the most systematic study illuminating the relativity of remembering in the levels-of-processing paradigm. In their ambitious experiment, five encoding conditions (manipulated within subjects) were crossed with six memory tests (examined between subjects), with performance in all conditions measured relative to a nonstudied baseline. The to-be-remembered items were words. Subjects simply learned them (intentional learning instructions), made judgments of whether the word could be related to the person (self-judgment), judged whether it referred to a living thing (living judgment), counted the number of syllables (count syllables), or counted the number of letters of a certain type (count letters). The tests were yes/no recognition, free recall, cued recall with semantic cues, cued recall with graphemic cues, or, finally, the two implicit memory tests of answering general knowledge questions and completing word fragments.
The results are presented in Figure 2 in units of least significant differences relative to baseline performance (to put all tasks on a common scale and so that any bars of different height are significantly different). Just a quick look at the figure shows that the results are complex-some encoding tasks produced better performance on some tests than others; tests differed markedly in revealing effects of past experience. All tests produced equivalent priming on the perceptual implicit memory test of word fragment completion, but the letter-encoding task produced significantly better performance than baseline only on this test and on recognition. The other tests picked up no effect of prior study in this encoding condition.
Consider just the nine bars in the upper left of Figure 2 , comprising a 3 × 3 encoding/retrieval design. All the tests considered (recognition, free recall, and semantic cued recall) are based primarily on meaning (according to criteria spelled out by Roediger et al. 1989b ), yet three different patterns of effect that occurred across encoding conditions (self-referential processing, intentional learning, and living/nonliving judgments) were observed. Recognition was best after selfencoding and equivalent after the other two manipulations. Free recall, on the other hand, was best after intentional learning, next best after self-encoding, and least good (among these three encoding conditions) after making living/nonliving judgments. Finally, for semantic cued recall, yet a different pattern emerged, with self > intentional > living. Thus, even though the three tests are similar in many ways (at least compared with, say, word-fragment completion), three different patterns of results emerged as a function of manipulation of encoding tasks (which themselves were rather similar, at least relative to rhyme or letter encoding tasks).
The point here (luckily) is not to explain the results in Figure 2 (see Challis et al. 1996 for a valiant attempt), but rather to use the results to point to the relativity of remembering. In most experiments in which a variety of encoding manipulations are compared and contrasted across a variety of tests, the outcome is often just like that in Figure 2 -a complex interaction (see Kolers & Roediger 1984 and Roediger et al. 1989a for additional examples). When asking if Condition A provides better retention than Condition B, the answer is always "it depends" (on the type of test, or the materials, or the retention interval, and so on).
MEMORY TESTS
No comprehensive history of experimental studies of memory has ever been written (and we can pause briefly to wonder why, given how many researchers have devoted their lives to this field). However, if one were to be written, two dramatic changes that would be noted since 1970 would lie in the proliferation of different methods of testing memory (see Schacter 1987) and the explosion of different kinds of memory that have been postulated (e.g., Tulving 1972 Tulving , 2007 . The two changes are not unrelated, of course.
Here I focus on tests of memory. The field began with researchers measuring recall of presented items in order, as though serial recall were the natural starting place. Ebbinghaus (1885 Ebbinghaus ( /1964 ) required himself to recall nonsense syllables in order, although the primary measure he used was trials to criterion (the number of study and test trials required to reach a single perfect recitation). He then measured the savings in the number or percentage of trials to repeat this feat at a later time. Ebbinghaus preferred the savings method because he regarded it as objective and much preferable to the "introspective methods" of recall or recognition. After all, in these latter measures, how could one know if the subject were performing optimally, or perhaps merely constructing plausible answers, or even blindly guessing? Savings methods overcame these problems to permit a more certain measure of retention.
Working at about the same time, Nipher (1876 Nipher ( , 1878 presented digits and also measured serial recall, but he scored the number or percentage of correct responses in remembering digits in order, as in a telephone number (not that telephones were in use at that point; Nipher's materials were the mantissas of logarithms). He first reported the serial position effect, among other discoveries (Stigler 1978) .
A bit later, Calkins (1894) developed the paired-associate learning technique, and other methods to measure retention quickly followed, primarily free recall (Kirkpatrick 1894) and recognition memory (e.g., Strong 1912) . After these early developments, researchers generally stuck to these measures and used them and straightforward variations on them (such as measuring latencies) to ask many questions. Hall's (1971) Verbal Learning and Retention, a thorough text from the heyday of the verbal learning tradition, focused almost entirely on serial learning and paired-associate learning, although small sections were also devoted to free recall, recognition, and transfer procedures.
As far as I can tell, little was said in the early days about selection of dependent measures for analysis. The implicit assumption seems to have been that "memory" was a single entity and that most any measure would do, although some might be more convenient and more sensitive than others depending on the question being asked. For example, paired associate learning was appropriate if interest was in learning of single associations, whereas serial learning was more appropriate for learning a chain of associations. Recognition was often thought to be more sensitive than recall because it could detect memory traces of less strength (e.g., see Kausler 1974, p. 8) . Free recall measures came to the fore later for intensive study. Deese (1957) introduced the technique of single-trial free recall and began the study of its serial position curve, which fueled much research in the 1960s and 1970s (and even today). Studies of multitrial free recall were introduced to study organizational processes, either subjects' tendencies to adopt organization inherent in materials (category clustering; Bousfield 1953) or organization imposed by the subject on materials selected to have no obvious organization (Mandler 1967 , Tulving 1962 . On the other hand, single-item (yes/no or free choice) recognition procedures were more appropriate for assessing item-specific knowledge. However, the overarching assumption seemed to be that all these methods were intended to study the same entity, memory. The procedures varied in their ability to elicit different aspects of retention, but of seemingly the same kind of memory.
Even as late as 1979, Jenkins noted that only "a few workers are interested in criterial tasks" (p. 432). He meant "few" in relation to the huge number of researchers interested in the other three prongs shown in Figure 1 having to do with events (materials), encoding manipulations, and subject populations. However, since 1979, the number of memory measures that are in common use has exploded, fueled in large part by research on implicit or indirect measures of memory but also with a general broadening of scope of the field (e.g., autobiographical memory, prospective memory, among other topics).
The seeds for the cataclysmic changes in memory research had been sewn in the late 1960s, in papers by Warrington & Weiskrantz (1968 , but no one knew it at the time. In their famous experiments, amnesic patients and control subjects studied lists of words and then were given tests of free recall, recognition and two novel tests. One of these tests involved completing words when given their initial letters, a task now called word stem completion. The other involved giving subjects fragmented words, words with parts missing. In both cases, the subjects' task was to complete the stem or fragment with a word. The finding from the experiment was that amnesic patients performed worse than control subjects on the recall and recognition tests, but the two groups performed about equally on the word stem and word fragment tests. Amnesic patients were not amnesic on all tests of memory. Warrington & Weiskrantz (1968) concluded, " . . . retention by partial information is a particularly favourable retrieval method for amnesics but not for controls" (pp. 629-630) . In other words, they thought that the stem and fragment tests were simply powerful cues that were accessing the same type of memory as the other tests, the implicit assumption being there was only one form of memory to be accessed. Of course, from this standpoint, one could wonder why recognition performance was not also equivalent: How could a stem or fragment of a word serve as a more powerful cue than the whole word, when the target was the whole word? Warrington & Weiskrantz (1970) attempted to explain this paradox in terms of proactive interference being expressed differently on the different kinds of test (see p. 630).
Some controversy erupted about the replicability of these findings in the 1970s when other researchers did not find performance of amnesic patients equivalent to that of controls on stem and fragment tests (e.g., Squire et al. 1978) . However, later research shows that the issue hinges on instructions subjects are given on these stem cued tests. If subjects are told to try to use each stem or fragment as a cue to retrieve a word from the list (in today's parlance, if they are given explicit memory instructions), amnesic patients perform worse than do normal subjects. On the other hand, if they are told to respond with the first word that comes to mind when they see the cue (implicit memory instructions), then equivalent priming is observed between groups (e.g., . In general, on many tasks, when implicit memory instructions are used, researchers find equivalent priming between amnesic patients and control subjects (Shimamura 1986 ; see too Moscovitch et al. 1993) . In their original paper, Warrington & Weiskrantz (1968, p. 974) pointed out, " . . . in addition to the rapidity and uniformity in learning this task [naming picture fragments], patients find it a much less exacting test than more conventional ones. They treat it more as a 'guessing game' than a formal test of memory." Jenkins (1979) pointed out that the experimental set during encoding matters, but the literature shows that instructional set during testing greatly matters, too. In explicit memory tests, instructions to subjects require them to enter what Tulving (1983) called the retrieval mode, which is generally a necessary precursor for retrieval from episodic memory. By definition, instructions on implicit tests do not cause subjects to enter the retrieval mode, and often the instructions are designed to discourage such a mental set. Schacter et al. (1989) suggested that one strong form of evidence for distinguishing explicit and implicit forms of retention can be obtained by varying only instructions to subjects and holding all other aspects of the situation constant, a procedure they dubbed the retrieval intentionality criterion. If a researcher obtains different patterns of performance on explicit and implicit forms of a test holding everything else constant, then intentional and incidental (implicit) forms of retention are more secure. Of course, even on implicit tests subjects may sometimes produce an item that reminds them of the retrieval episode, leading to the phenomenon that has been labeled involuntary conscious memory and studied in its own right (e.g., Richardson-Klavehn et al. 1999) . Tulving (1972) proposed the distinction between episodic and semantic memory, and, for a time, the dissociations between performance on explicit memory tests and implicit memory tests were attributed to broad differences between episodic and semantic memory (Tulving 1983 (Tulving , 1985a or between declarative and procedural memory in other classification schemes (e.g., Squire 1987). However, this broad heuristic did not survive empirical scrutiny, because it could be shown that tasks tapping the same putative system could be dissociated (e.g., Blaxton 1989 , Srinivas & Roediger 1990 ; see Roediger et al. 1989a for a review). Researchers explained the different pattern of performance on certain implicit tests by proposing that performance on word stem or word fragment completion was caused by data-driven or perceptual processing (Roediger & Blaxton 1987 ), or reflected the perceptual record of experience (Kirsner & Dunn 1985) , or depended upon perceptual memory systems (Tulving & Schacter 1990) .
Propelled by the flurry of research on implicit memory in the 1980s and 1990s, the number of tests used and the varieties of memory proposed has grown over the years. Toth (2000) listed 40 different tasks that have been (or in some cases, might be) used to study priming on implicit memory tests (see his  Table 16 .1 on p. 251). In a recent review, Tulving (2007) asked, semiseriously, "Are there 256 kinds of memory?" The large number of implicit and explicit memory tests tapping many varieties of memory point to a general problem for the field if one seeks general laws of learning and memory. Is it possible to find common laws across these many manifestations of learning and memory? The answer is clearly no.
Of course, one can wonder if the term "memory" has become too broad, encompassing all types of improvements with experience that might better be labeled with other terms (perceptual plasticity, priming, enhanced sensitivity, or whatever). Tulving (1983) has indeed argued that the term "memory" is too broad and is akin to similarly synoptic terms like locomotion. No one seeks general laws of locomotion and, similarly, perhaps no one should seek general laws of memory. Tulving (1985b) wrote, "[N] o profound generalizations can be made about memory as a whole, but general statements about particular kinds of memory may be perfectly possible" (p. 385). This statement is certainly true in principle, but even if a researcher looked for laws in only certain classes of test (e.g., explicit or implicit memory tests, or even free recall and recognition), the answer would be that there are none. No independent variable has even a monotonic effect on a variety of dependent measures of memory; exceptions to any broad generalizations exist. In the next section, I consider some of the most likely candidate variables for putative laws of memory and review why they do not survive close scrutiny.
CANDIDATE VARIABLES FOR LAWFUL RELATIONS
Many variables have been proposed as candidates for possible lawful relations. I consider here repetition, study time, spacing, generation, the mirror effect, imagery and the picture superiority effect, testing, and forgetting as the pre-eminent candidates. In all these cases attention is focused on exceptions to what has been proposed to be a general rule or a law.
Repetition
Perhaps the oldest generalization about learning is that it improves with repetition. Ebbinghaus (1885 Ebbinghaus ( /1964 pointed to the gradual nature of learning and the effect of repetition in a passage in which he employed a metaphor for memory first used by Aristotle. In commenting on the relation between repetition and savings, he wrote: These relations can be described figuratively by speaking of the series as being more or less deeply engraved on some mental substratum. To carry out this figure: as the number of repetitions increases, the series are engraved more and more deeply and indelibly; if the number of repetitions is small, the inscription is but surface deep and only fleeting glimpses of the tracery can be caught; with a somewhat greater number the inscription can, for a time at least, be read at will; as the number of repetitions is still further increased, the deeply cut picture of the series fades out only after longer intervals. (Ebbinghaus 1885 (Ebbinghaus /1964 Ebbinghaus provided a clear account, and one can find many confirmations of the general point that repetition on a task provides general improvement. However, many exceptions also exist in which repetitions do not improve performance at all, much less in accord with a particular function. We consider just a few exceptions here. Tulving (1966) exposed subjects to words under incidental learning conditions for six times before he placed the items in lists and required subjects to learn them. A control group performed the same initial task, but the words seen in the first list did not overlap with those later encountered in the to-be-learned list. The prior repetitions of the relevant words did not improve learning a whit, contrary to any account that strength accrues simply as a function of repetition. Mandler & Pearlstone (1966) had one group of subjects sort 52 unrelated words into 2 to 7 idiosyncratic groups of their own choosing, with the requirement that subjects be able to make two consecutive sorts that were nearly identical. A yoked control group was required to do the same task, except that they had to discover the organization used by one of the subjects in the other group. Not surprisingly, the number of repetitions between the free choice and the yoked groups varied widelyan average of only 3.5 sorting trials in the free choice group compared to 7.5 trials in the yoked group. Nonetheless, when Mandler & Pearlstone (1966) later required both groups to recall the words, they did so equally well. Despite a doubling in the number of repetitions, the yoked group performed no better than the free choice group. However, for both groups the number of categories was strongly related to recall. As Crowder (1976) put it in summarizing these results, "the effect of repetition on recall was not direct; instead, repetition provided the occasion for organization to occur and organization was what supported good recall" (p. 340).
Many other examples could be provided showing that repetition does not always improve performance. Craik & Watkins (1973) reported two experiments that varied the amount of rehearsal (covert repetition) that subjects gave to words in lists. Despite huge variations in the amount of rehearsal across various experimental conditions, the number of rehearsals was unrelated to later recall. Glenberg et al. (1977) confirmed that rote repetition did not affect recall, but they showed that it did have an effect on recognition, an early indication that these measures differ in important ways. Challis & Sidhu (1993) examined priming on implicit memory tests and manipulated the number of presentations before the test from 1 to 16. The amount of priming on a word fragment completion test was about as great from 16 presentations as from 1. In short, repetition does not always affect memory performance; there is no law of repetition.
Repetition also has to do with practice effects, and Newell & Rosenbloom (1981) argued for a "law of practice" that followed a power function. The law of practice is like Thorndike's law of exercise-as people repeatedly practice a task, they get better at it; they become more accurate and faster (Anderson 1982) . The practice law is usually considered a law of learning, but of course, traditional concepts of learning and memory are hopelessly intermixed in traditional learning experiments with repeated practice. Unless previous practice sessions are retained, improvements on future trials will not occur. Although the power law of practice does hold over a wide variety of tasks, debate exists as to whether it is a general law. The research reviewed above shows that repetitions can have little impact on learning, contrary to the power law (albeit from different kinds of experiments than those usually considered). In addition, Heathcote et al. (2000) have argued that the power law is misnamed and that an exponential equation fits the data better than a power function. More importantly, Rickard (1997) reported an exception to the power law and argued that the type of function obtained depends on the types of tasks that are practiced. Bugelski (1962) and Cooper & Pantle (1967) offered the total time law of learning and memory. This law stated that, within limits, the probability of recall of an event is a direct result of the amount of study time afforded the event. The kind of evidence adduced for the law was from list learning experiments in which subjects studied items for two 10-second periods, four 5-second periods, or ten 2-second periods. Some results worked out well within this framework, showing equivalent recall with equal amounts of total study time. However many problems exist for the total time law. For one thing, all the results reviewed in the prior section indicating that amount of repetition is not always related to retention also show that the total time processing material is not always a relevant factor. Results reviewed in the next section about distribution and spacing of repetitions also undercut the total time law, because two study periods distributed in time produce better recall than the same amount of time spent in massed study. Thus, evidence accumulated since the 1960s shows that total time spent in study seems to play little role in retention except in circumscribed situations. Writing in 1970, Melton commented that "it seems clear that the Total-Time Law is in deep trouble as an empirical law . . . " (p. 601). Evidence since 1970 further undercuts the "law," which indicates that the claim of a total time law of memory represents another case where the term law was inappropriately applied. Ebbinghaus (1885 Ebbinghaus ( /1964 ) discovered, more or less by accident, that presentations of material that were distributed in time were retained better than presentations presented close together in time. Crowder (1976, pp. 275-276) usefully distinguished among repetition, distribution, and lag (or spacing) effects. Repetition effects refer to any situation in which a repeated event is better retained than an event presented once; distribution effects refer to the case when events distributed in time are better recalled than ones presented back-to-back, or massed; and finally, spacing or lag effects refer to cases in which a systematic increase in retention occurs with the amount of lag or spacing between two events. We have seen that repetition effects do not qualify for laws of memory, but might distribution of repetitions qualify? The answer seems to be no. Although spaced repetitions do lead to greater retention than massed repetitions under many circumstances, numerous experiments have failed to find such an effect. Melton (1970) introduced one of the most widely used paradigms to study spacing effects, single-trial free recall, and many studies have shown that the more widely spaced two presentations of a word are in a list, the better is recall. However, exceptions to this rule are many in number. For example, in the earlier mentioned studies by Tulving (1966) and Mandler & Pearlstone (1966) that failed to find any evidence of repetition, the presentations of words were widely spaced. Even in Melton's (1970) paper, he spent considerable effort toward explaining why the spacing or lag effect did not always occur. For example, if testing occurs shortly after the second presentation, massed presentation produces greater recall than does spaced presentation in a paired associate paradigm (Balota et al. 1989 , Peterson et al. 1963 . Once again, although spacing of presentations may aid retention under some conditions, the spacing effect hardly qualifies as a general law of memory.
Study Time

Distribution and Spacing
The experiments cited above generally used single items in long lists as the unit of repetition. In the 1950s, Underwood examined distributed practice effects using lists of material (generally paired associates) as the relevant unit of repetition, and he reviewed this work in "Ten Years of Massed Practice on Distributed Practice" (Underwood 1961) . At the outset of the review, he commented, "The primary empirical goal at the time this series of studies was initiated was a straightforward one, namely, to determine the range of conditions and material within which distributed practice facilitated learning or retention. The fact that 10 years have passed since this goal was established indicates that it has proven to be an elusive objective to obtain. Indeed, no implication should be drawn from the present paper that the goal has now been reached; the pursuit continues" (Underwood 1961, p. 229 ). Underwood's (1961) review showed that distributed practice effects occurred only under rather narrow conditions in his experiments and others like them, especially ones involving response interference. It is probably for this reason that most researchers have examined repetition, distribution, and spacing effects of single items in long lists rather than with larger units of material as the unit of repetition. Still, Underwood's (1961) research undercuts the idea of spacing effects generalizing across tasks.
Jost's (1897) two laws announced more than 100 years ago have to do with repetition and distribution effects. As stated by Alin (1997) , the laws are, "1) Given two associations of the same strength, but of different ages, the older one will get a greater value on a new repetition; 2) Given two associations of the same strength, but of different ages, the older one will fall off less rapidly in a given length of time" (p. 2). The first law represents another statement of distribution and spacing effects, and Jost used Ebbinghaus's results to support the law (and he replicated those results). However, to the extent that distribution effects sometimes disappear (e.g., Underwood 1961) or even reverse at short retention intervals (Balota et al. 1989 ), exceptions to the law exist. Similarly, the second law depends on forgetting having a negatively accelerated function. To the extent that exceptions are obtained (in consolidation or hypermnesia experiments, as reviewed below), that law is limited, too.
The material cited in this section is not intended to discredit the generalization that distribution and spacing often obtain and have many general properties when they are observed. Rather, the point is that many experiments have failed to find such distribution and spacing effects and the precise boundary conditions for spacing effects have yet to be determined. Cepeda et al. (2006) provided a large-scale review that shows considerable consistency in certain types of experiments. However, they excluded studies in which the unit of analysis was greater than the single repeated item in a larger set of items to be recalled, which often do not show distribution effects (Underwood 1961) .
Generation Effects
Active learning seems to be better than more passive learning in many situations. The generation effect refers to the fact that when people have to generate information they retain it better than if they read it. Jacoby (1978) showed this effect using simple materials such as "foot-sh ," where subjects in the generate condition had to name the related item (shoe, in this example), whereas subjects in the read condition were required to read it ("foot-shoe"). Recall of the target items such as "shoe" was generally greater following generation than reading. Slamecka & Graf (1978) showed this effect with other types of materials, such as telling subjects to generate opposites and then giving them items such as "hot -????" Generating "cold" led to better retention than when subjects had previously read a pair such as "hot -cold."
Generation effects are often large and robust in within-subjects designs, but they can also be fragile. For example, when whole lists of items are read or generated in either between-subjects or within-subjects/ between-lists designs, the generation effect is eliminated and often reversed; that is, under these conditions, read items are better retained than are generated items (Nairne et al. 1991 , Schmidt & Cherry 1989 . (I return to the issue of type of design in a section below.) Furthermore, even in conditions in which a robust generation effect is obtained on standard recall and recognition tests, the effect is reversed on perceptual implicit memory tests such as identification of words from brief flashes (perceptual identification; Jacoby 1983) or in word fragment completion (Blaxton 1989 , Srinivas & Roediger 1990 ). Once again, although active learning and generation aid performance in some situations and on some types of memory tests, many exceptions exist. Glanzer & Adams (1985) noted a regularity in recognition memory they dubbed the mirror effect. When high-and low-frequency words are studied and tested on a yes/no recognition test, hit rates are higher for low-than high-frequency words, but false alarm rates show the opposite pattern (more false alarms occur for high-than low-frequency words). The effect is easily replicated under their conditions. The mirror pattern is puzzling, because it seems incompatible with signal detection theories attributing positive responses on recognition tests to familiarity or strength of representations. If low-frequency words have higher familiarity for studied items (hits), why should they have lower familiarity for nonstudied items (false alarms)?
The Mirror Effect
Theorists have taken the task of explaining the mirror effect seriously and created and modified models of recognition memory to do so (e.g., Murdock 2003). However, Greene (2007) has recently provided a review of the literature that shows the mirror effect is not very general. Many situations exist in which hits and false alarms are positively correlated for types of material. Perhaps most tellingly, when subjects study pseudowords (nonwords that can be easily pronounced, like "flirp") and words, the mirror effect disappears on a recognition test. That is, pseudowords show higher hit rates and higher false alarm rates than do words (e.g., Greene 2003 , Hintzman & Curran 1997 , rather than showing the mirror pattern. As Greene (2007) comments, "Ironically, the prototypical case of the mirror effect involved comparing high-frequency with lowfrequency words. However, if extremely low frequency words are used instead, the mirror pattern is violated" (p. 61).
Imagery and the Picture Superiority Effect
The ancient Greeks discovered that imagery can aid memory, and the Romans taught imagery mnemonics to aid rhetoricians faced with making long speeches (Yates 1966) .
Many studies have shown that pictures are recalled and recognized better than words, as well as showing that when the referents of concrete words are imagined, they are better remembered than when coded only in verbal form (e.g., Bower 1972 , Paivio 1969 . In addition, the advice to use bizarre images rather than common images to enable retrieval also has generated empirical support (Webber & Marshall 1978, among others) . However, against this backdrop of positive findings, limitations and boundary conditions appear. For example, some imagery findings hinge on the type of experimental design used. When within-subjects (mixed-list) designs are used, for example, robust bizarre imagery effects are obtained (e.g., McDaniel & Einstein 1986) . However, when between subjects or (within-subjects, between-list designs) are used, bizarre images often produce no better retention than common images (Collyer et al. 1972 , Hauck et al. 1972 . As noted in the section on generation effects, the same design issue occurs in that domain: When item types (generate or read) are mixed in withinsubjects designs, strong effects are usually seen, but when the same variable is manipulated in blocks or between subjects, the effects disappear.
I noted in discussing the Jenkins tetrahedral model of memory experiments that one could hold constant all variables posited there and still eliminate or reverse experimental effects by manipulating another variable. The variable is type of design. Cognitive psychologists often prefer to study a variable by manipulating it within subjects, for reasons of economy. However, as we have seen with generation and imagery, manipulating the same variable between subjects (or within subjects, but with blocked lists of materials) can cause the effect to disappear or even reverse (see Schmidt 2007 for many examples). This fact suggests that the Jenkins (1979) model might need another face, although perhaps "type of design" might be considered under encoding factors. In terms of generality of effects to conditions outside the lab, people will probably believe that one particular strategy is better than another (say, forming images relative to not forming them) and so would use that technique exclusively rather than intermixing the techniques. However, under such blocked conditions, the technique may not be effective. Curiously, the fact that numerous manipulations at encoding change depending on the nature of the design has received little direct attention in the literature, at least in human memory (see Poulton 1982 for consideration of perceptual and attentional phenomena that vary with design changes). Nairne et al. (1991) proposed an account for the vicissitudes of the generation effect with design changes, and recently McDaniel & Bugg (2007) have broadened this approach to provide a general account to explain why design changes affect performance in many tasks. The main point here is that the effects of seemingly powerful variables such as generation and imagery do not generalize across design changes.
Pictures are better remembered than words (the picture superiority effect). This outcome occurs in between-subjects designs (e.g., Erdelyi & Becker 1974) as well as withinsubjects designs. However, the positive effects of imagery are not found on all tests. In verbal implicit tests such as word fragment and word stem completion, words produce much more priming than do pictures (e.g., Rajaram & Roediger 1993 , Weldon & Roediger 1987 . Although effects of pictures and imagery are often powerful when they occur, they are hardly ubiquitous across types of test.
Testing
Generation effects refer to active processing during learning relative to more passive processing. Testing effects refer to the advantage often conferred on retention if subjects actively retrieve information (e.g., Carrier & Pashler 1992 , Gates 1917 see Roediger & Karpicke 2006a for a review). The testing effect can be powerful; retrieving only some of the information and not receiving feedback usually produces better retention than does restudying the whole set of material, although obtaining this effect depends on the delays used in the first test.
[If the first test is delayed so long that performance on it is quite poor, then the testing effect will not be obtained (Spitzer 1939 ).] Although the testing effect can be strong under the right conditions, it is not ubiquitous. For example, Roediger & Karpicke (2006b) had subjects study a prose passage twice or study it once and take a test on it. A final criterial test was given after five minutes, two days, or one week to independent groups. On the nearly immediate test, performance was better following massed studying rather than studying and testing, so in this limited context of immediate testing, cramming (repeated reading) produced better performance. However, after two days or a week, the study-plus-test condition outperformed the repeated-study condition, showing that taking a test (even without feedback) is better for long-term retention than an equivalent time spent in repeated study.
Testing for smaller units of information, such as in paired associates, can also lead to impressive testing effects (e.g., Carrier & Pashler 1992) . However, testing of a pair is ineffective in promoting retention on a later test when the first test is given quite soon after studying the pair ( Jacoby 1978 , Karpicke & Roediger 2007 . Testing probably does not help much when retrieval occurs from working memory but only when it occurs with some difficulty from secondary memory.
Testing can have a large influence on performance, as with the other variables considered in this section, but no general law exists in this case, either. As usual, if one were to ask if testing helps promote later retention, the answer is "under certain conditions." Forgetting Woodworth (1929) wrote, "The machinery developed in the process of learning is subject to the wasting effects of time" (p. 93). McGeoch (1932) argued that interference, not decay, is the cause of forgetting. The first forgetting curve was produced by Ebbinghaus (1885 /1964 ), and Wixted & Carpenter (2007 argued that he even nailed the equation relating time since learning to performance, a particular logarithmic function that is for all practical purposes equivalent to a power function. Forgetting functions would seem to be universal in the study of learning and memory, so do they perhaps represent a law of memory? They can even be fit precisely by equations, as noted above, although some debate occurs over which function fits best (Rubin & Wenzel 1996 , Wixted & Carpenter 2007 . However, for our purposes we can note that the contending functions all account for around 98% or better of the variance.
The question then is, are exceptions found to this seemingly universal law of forgetting? The answer is yes. One perhaps trivial exception has to do with continued processingif people are permitted to rehearse or otherwise continually process small amounts of information, the information can be retrieved nearly perfectly over time. Assuming we discount this situation, but look at short-term retention after distraction, forgetting over time still depends heavily on other variables. Using the Brown-Peterson paradigm, Keppel & Underwood (1962) showed that on the first trial there was hardly any forgetting even over fairly long periods of distraction, at least long in the context of short-term memory experiments (see too Reitman 1974) . The amount of proactive interference heavily determines the amount of forgetting over time; the same generalization holds true in long-term retention (Underwood 1957) .
One might object, quite rightly, that the forgetting function might still be the same, a power function, but that the intercept is raised and lowered by other variables. That is true, but the situation is worse than that: Sometimes performance actually improves with increasing amounts of time since learning. The phenomenon of hypermnesia (e.g., Erdelyi & Becker 1974) represents one such case.
In hypermnesia experiments, subjects study a set of pictures and then take repeated tests over time, usually using free or forced recall. The finding that is often obtained (see Payne 1987 for a review) is improved performance over time. Hypermnesia depends on repeated testing of the same information (Roediger & Payne 1982) , whereas in standard forgetting experiments, different subjects (or different items) are tested at various intervals to avoid the "confound" of prior testing. Once again, the difference is in betweenversus within-subject manipulations of tests. One might argue that using within-subjects testing to measure changes in performance over time is the wrong way to proceed, due to the influence of earlier tests on later tests (the testing effect). However, in normal life we often find ourselves attempting to recall the same events repeatedly, so ruling out hypermnesia experiments as not representing the proper design for studying forgetting seems rather arbitrary. A commonplace occurrence outside the lab is to fail to retrieve information (a name, a fact) at one point in time only to recover it a bit later. Such reminiscence or memory recoveries have been studied for nearly a century (Ballard 1913) . Just as some encoding variables lead to different patterns of effect when manipulated within subjects or between subjects, so might some testing variables. Roediger & Payne (1982) reported an experiment on hypermnesia that produced a puzzling result that did not depend on repeated testing. They had three separate groups of subjects study 60 pictures and required them to recall the names of the pictures later. After the study phase, subjects were kept busy with instructions and (in two cases, reading an article) for 2, 9, or 16 minutes before commencing with a series of three tests. Of course, performance on the very first test is uncontaminated by any prior testing and so might be expected to show the usual power function for forgetting, because the reading diverted subjects' attention. However, recall of the pictures was 43%, 42%, and 43%, respectively, across the three delays. No forgetting at all occurred. Of course, after studying pictorial material, a verbal task might not be expected to create much interference relative to other tasks, but keep in mind that subjects knew they would have to recall the names of the pictures and so doubtless used verbal encoding strategies during study. Luckily for Roediger & Payne (1982) , the experiment was about repeated testing, and the editor did not ask the authors to explain why no forgetting occurred between 2 and 16 minutes on the first test given to the different groups.
Even if hypermnesia experiments are excluded, another huge class of experimentsthose demonstrating consolidation-sometimes show improved recall over time with no intervening practice (Dudai 2004 , McGaugh 2000 . Wixted (2004) noted that researchers in the tradition of human experimental (i.e., cognitive) psychology have rarely incorporated (or even discussed) the issue of consolidation. The reason is that it does not fit with the notion, implicit in most accounts, that encoding happens quickly, immediately after perception. After that, the processes responsible for forgetting (usually assumed to be various types of interference) exert their inexorable influence. However, in consolidation experiments with animals and humans, performance can sometimes be shown to improve over time for relatively long periods (without repeated testing during that time). In the past ten years, much research has been directed at the issue of whether consolidation of certain types of memories occurs during sleep (see Payne et al. 2007 for a review). Several different types of task-visual and auditory discrimination, video games, various motor memory tasks, and even certain episodic memory paradigms-show actual improvements over time during sleep (relative to waking), an effect attributed to enhanced consolidation during sleep. In a typical study, subjects practice some relatively novel skill (e.g., the video game Tetris) either at night or in the morning. They are then tested 8-12 hours later after either a night of sleep or a day of waking activities. The typical pattern is that subjects will show improved performance on the video game after a night of sleep (showing absolute increases in performance), whereas after the equivalent amount of time spent in waking activities, subjects will show no improvement or a drop in performance (Stickgold et al. 2001) . Apparently, both REM sleep and slow-wave sleep contribute to these consolidation effects (Stickgold 2005) . Dudai (2004) argued for two types of consolidation, synaptic consolidation (which is relatively quick) and system consolidation (which occurs more gradually). Consolidation is usually measured by less interruption from application of some amnestic agent with time since a learning experience rather than with any absolute increase in performance over time, as in the sleep and learning experiments cited above. Still, the latter type of phenomenon argues that there is no general law that says forgetting always occurs in the time since presentation of information. Some consolidation experiments, as well as hypermnesia experiments, undercut the idea that a universal law of forgetting exists. Once again, whether retention declines or improves over time depends on other factors.
QUALIFICATIONS AND PROVISOS
The purview of this review is studies of long-term memory in the tradition of experimental/cognitive psychologists. However, as noted at the outset, this treatment does not consider many other valid studies of memory (and learning) from other traditions. I mention some possible laws here from other traditions, but am not knowledgeable enough to comment on their current status.
Other traditions within cognitive psychology, such as short-term/working memory and motor learning and memory, have received short shrift here. Some discoveries in these arenas suggest a general principle, at least. For example, is there a fixed capacity to shortterm memory at about 3-4 items, as Cowan (2005) Cowan's proposal at least suggests an interesting invariance. I must leave this discussion to others. Teigen's (2002) review noted that nearly all putative laws of psychology date back many years. These include classic laws of learning, too, such as the laws of effect and exercise (Thorndike 1898 (Thorndike , 1911 . In my review, I rather casually lumped together studies traditionally considered those of learning and those of memory, because separating this boundary is difficult. However, from the tradition of animal learning and behavior studies, we can consider such entries as Premack's law (or principle) of the relativity of reinforcement (Premack 1962 ) and Herrnstein's (1961) matching law, as well as Thorndike's laws of effect and exercise (although the latter has been widely discredited by some of the results discussed above, among others). Further, in classical conditioning (and the learning of associations more generally), we may consider the principle arising from the Rescorla & Wagner (1972) model stating that a mismatch in the current state of knowledge and new information provided to the system drives learning (Rescorla 1988) . (This idea is akin to discussions in cognitive psychology of distinctiveness and novelty in promoting memory.) As I say, I am not competent to judge whether the ideas cited above represent general laws and must leave the task for other people. Seligman (1970) reviewed "laws" then believed about classical conditioning and showed them invalid, but of course, we can all hope that researchers in all these areas will find general laws in the future. The fact that past laws have been undermined does not mean new ones will not be found.
This review raises the issue of whether there are laws of memory, but because psychology has seen a distinct decline in discussion of laws in general, we can ask if there are general laws of psychology. Teigen (2002) noted that most laws still described in psychology texts are those first proposed long ago (e.g., Weber's and Fechner's laws in psychophysics). Again, I leave this discussion to others, but finding general principles of behavior that hold widely across the variables in Jenkins ' (1979) tetrahedron may be difficult. Also, Jenkins' (1979) approach does not explicitly take into account such factors as culture, species, or even type of experimental design.
In short, my claims are about a particular arena of study of learning and memory. Perhaps others can defend general laws of learning and memory (or of psychology) in other domains.
A COURSE FOR THE FUTURE
The message of this review should not, in my opinion, be taken as depressing. Although our search for general laws of memory has not succeeded, we have learned a huge amount about human memory and its complexities in the past 125 years. Some have argued that even seeking laws and general principles is misguided. Baddeley (1978, p. 150) argued that "the most fruitful way to extend our understanding of human memory is not to search for broader generalizations and 'principles', but is rather to develop ways of separating out and analyzing more deeply the complex underlying processes," a point made too by Battig (1978) at about the same time.
In the past 30 years, dozens of measures of retention deemed valid indicators of memory and knowledge have been studied. Although cognitive psychologists rely heavily on a certain restricted class of procedures to study recall and recognition, these are only two of many possible assessments of past learning. Despite the fact that researchers may spend their careers concentrating on one or another measure, consideration of many measures simultaneously can upset any general characterization of "how memory works." Claims from our research must therefore be specific rather than general, but this does not prevent our seeking more general principles at higher levels of analysis.
Research programs that examine the effects of several independent variables across many dependent variables almost always show complex interactions. Such studies reveal dissociations across variables and point to a multiplicity of forms of retention. One focus for the future is how various conditions of learning transfer across various measures of retention. Transfer as a topic of study per se has fallen a bit out of favor, but it remains a fundamental concept for the science of memory (McDaniel 2007) . Ideas such as transfer appropriate processing (Morris et al. 1977 ) and the encoding specificity principle (Tulving & Thomson 1973) , among others, help to focus on the complex interactions inherent in memory research (see too Jenkins 1979; Kolers & Roediger 1984; Roediger et al. 1989a,b) . However, these broad classes of ideas are just the beginning step to understanding these puzzling facts, and clearly much theoretical work is needed to develop them.
The fact that our science does not provide straightforward laws is perhaps well known. McKeachie (1974) made similar points years ago. After all, hardly any researcher writes about general laws any longer (Teigen 2002) . At the most, one sees a passing reference to, say, Jost's second law, in a particular context. The aim of this review has been to remind us of the quest for laws and the difficulty in achieving them. In a sense, this state of affairs is no surprise. E.O. Wilson, in Consilience (1998, p. 183) , commented that the social sciences "are inherently far more difficult than physics and chemistry, and as a result they, not physics and chemistry, should be called the hard sciences." The reason is that in the social sciences, which deal with the huge number of variables that affect behavior of individuals and groups, pinpointing cause and effect relations for complex behaviors is a daunting challenge. The study of human memory may even seem tractable relative to many other issues. Therefore, confronting the complexity in the field of learning and memory is a strong challenge, but not an insurmountable one.
CONCLUSION
When one reads or hears the claim that "repetition improves retention" or that "generating information enhances recall" or that "forgetting follows a power function" or all other statements of the form that "variable X has a consistent effect on variable Y," one can be certain that the claim is both true and false. It is true in that conditions can be found under which the rule holds (otherwise the claim would not be made), but false in that a skeptic can always say: "Very nice work, but your finding depends on many other conditions. Change those and your effect will go away."
The proponent of a general rule that "X affects Y" is, on analysis, usually claiming, "Our study has shown that variable X has a positive effect on a particular measure of memory in a particular situation holding many other variables constant." If some other perfectly valid measure of retention were used in a slightly different situation, with other variables held constant at different levels, no effect, a different effect, or even the opposite effect can often be shown to obtain. The most fundamental principle of learning and memory, perhaps its only sort of general law, is that in making any generalization about memory one must add that "it depends." Of course, only future research can typically tell whether some finding is widely generalizable or holds under a narrow set of conditions.
Should we be discouraged that laws of memory do not seem to exist? I would argue that the answer is no, and that we should be all the more impressed by our science because of its inherent complexity. The cognitive psychology (and cognitive neuroscience) of memory have led to many wonderful discoveries with new ones occurring yearly (if not monthly). The great majority of the findings are highly replicable, at least under the www.annualreviews.org • Relativity of Rememberingsame or similar conditions as in the original studies. The field has a strong scientific base. We have learned a tremendous amount in the years since Melton (1950) wrote the first Annual Review of Psychology article on this general topic. There may be no general laws of memory yet discovered, but there is an exciting, robust, and increasingly detailed scientific base in the study of memory. Further, many of the discoveries can make important applications outside the laboratory, in fields such as law and education. Future research can only profit from acknowledging the inherent complexity of the phenomena of memory.
